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The Super Affiliate Code Is Finally Cracked... Heres How You Can Stuff Money Into Your Pocket Starting

Today... Using Easy But Little Known Methods That Require Nothing More Than 4 Hours A Day Of Your

Time! NEW BREAKTHROUGH DISCOVERY Reveals Easy But Highly Profitable Methods To Ramp In

Obscene Amounts Of Cash Into Your Bank Account... Without Having Your Own Product! From: INSERT

YOUR NAME HERE Todays Date Is Thursday, July 08, 2010 Dear Friend, How would you like to see

emails like this stashed into your Inbox account every single day? Commissions, Commissions,

Commissions! I mean... who wouldnt?! Problem is, many money-making so-called gurus make it sound

so easy, its too good to be true. Now I personally believe that making money isnt that difficult. Provided

that you know exactly WHAT to do. And provided that you come to terms that you need to put in some

effort to make that work. Yes, Im not about to promise you the pie in the sky riches. Putting my methods

to work require you to work hard temporarily. But the rewards will last for a long time to come. I know by

saying this, Ive already put many people reading this off. But why the heck should I care? Im in business,

and I want to attract intelligent customers. Because I Want You To Come To Terms With This... When it

comes to making money online, many (again) so-called gurus peddle money-making methods that are

not only questionable, I mean... most of them are not even tested! And the result? The disaster youre

witnessing right now. Easily more than 95 of the people who attempt to start an online business of their

own fail miserably, and their bank accounts show nothing for their frustrating efforts. Does that sound

anything like you? Well, I can relate to that, because I used to be in the same position. So I Stopped

Taking Crap From Others... And I went on my own relentless journey to discover what will start putting in

serious money into MY pocket, instead of flowing into the pockets of other people Ive been buying

products from! I wish I could say the journey was easy, but as the popular adage goes: the road to

success is filled with loops, curbs and windy roads. However came the day I paid the full price for my

success, and it was finally MY turn to see money flowing in my direction! Now how cool is that? I can tell

you - honest to goodness truth - that making money isnt necessarily hard, unless you choose to think it is.

And making money isnt hard if you know what the rules are and follow them. Since youve read this far, Im
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convinced you are like me in many respects: You like the idea of making money without having your own

product to sell You want to own a business that gives you a flexible choice of working anytime you want,

and not be chained to it like a typical J.O.B. And you prefer someone else handle the customer support! If

so, youre going to be in for a treat... Introducing Super Affiliate Commissions... Secrets of the Super

Affiliate Minds Revealed! Super Affiliate Commissions SUPER AFFILIATE COMMISSIONS is a

step-by-step, paint-by-the-numbers digital study course on how you can exhibit and condition your mind

for affiliate marketing riches. Mindset is everything. If you want to empower yourself to become a wealth

generator, you must start with the stuff in between your ears. And into the later parts of the course, I will

be showing you some of my favorite, proven methods to ramp up my monthly profits - doing nothing more

than selling other peoples products (which I dont have to create or even offer a single minute of time to

customer service)... working nothing more than a few hours a day. If you work only a few hours a day -

and later on choose not to when your affiliate marketing empire is fully established - how will you spend

the rest of your time freedom? HERES A SNEAK PEAK AT SUPER AFFILIATE COMMISSIONS: Module

01: Secrets of the Super Affiliate Minds -- Flash Video + MP3 Audio + PDF Transcript Included! Discover

the 5 cutting-edge difference between super affiliates and average affiliates! Secret traits of a Super

Affiliate! A systematic approach to building a hugely profitable online empire consisting of nothing more

than other peoples products! Module 02: Identifying a Profitable Niche -- Flash Video + MP3 Audio + PDF

Transcript Included! Easy ways to spy on your competition and decide within minutes before entering any

hot niche! Top 3 profitable niches you can never go wrong with (h ____, w_____, r___________) Tools

you need to pick out really profitable niches with the highest chance of making money! Module 03: How to

Pick Highly Profitable Affiliate Programs -- Flash Video + MP3 Audio + PDF Transcript Included! A little

known method to uncover rare affiliate programs with high percentage / high price payouts! The Smell

Test - how to quickly decide if the product is worth promoting... before you put in an ounce of your effort!

Two highly popular places where you can pick up some of the best products on the planet to promote for

massive commissions! Module 04: Your Residual Affiliate Profit Funnel -- Flash Video + MP3 Audio +

PDF Transcript Included! A tried and tested model you can construct from scratch, with little technical

knowledge, to start sucking in targeted leads like a vacuum on steroids! How to convert 20-40 of your

visitors into targeted prospects! How to maximize your sales for every one-time effort you put in to drive

traffic to your pages! HOW TO TEST THE WATERS: quickly measure the conversions of a merchant site



before promoting full-steam ahead! How to back-end your affiliate profits! This is rarely done by most

affiliates, and this is one of the little things that distinguish super affiliates from the rest of the average

ones! How to revive your prospects list even if they dont buy the affiliate product you recommend... and

cash in twice as much! Module 05: Super Affiliate Traffic Methods -- Flash Video + MP3 Audio + PDF

Transcript Included! In this module, I show you exclusively how to drive in an avalanche of traffic to your

affiliate pages using nothing more than Google Adwords, Facebook Ads and easy Search Engine

Optimization! Sure there are plenty more ways to drive in traffic, but if you want to see quick results and

effective bottom-line, this is it! When Wealth Is One Skill Away... Now let me ask you a blunt question:

would you rather spend your entire time making a new product from scratch? Taking pot shots in the dark

hoping to find which method works for you? Or will you take what already works for many others, and use

it for yourself? I know Im dealing with an intelligent person, and the answer is obvious. When I was

struggling to make my first solid buck on autopilot, I kept reminding myself that I was one skill away from

wealth. And that trying moment seemed to last forever. Why it sure did... when I was trying to do

everything on my own! Guessing, working on my own, had no mentor to guide me, and I was trying hard

to save on investing in a proper guide to show me the way. You dont have to follow the same path I took.

And you can reap the same rewards of time and financial freedom. And the good news is: Super Affiliate

Commissions is not going to cost you anything near what youre dreaming of. As a matter of fact, you can

get my digital study course today for just... $497 $197 $47.95 only! Thats right. After you make your

purchase today via secure server, the entire course is yours to download instantly from a secured thank

you page. P.S. I have no intentions of fooling you into thinking that this offer is going to be around until

midnight only - like what some other marketers do as a gimmick. P.P.S. But what I can tell you is: I might

raise the price at anytime, and without any advanced notice. Right now Im just testing the market, and to

see how this goes. But I forecast people will find my information in Super Affiliate Commissions

invaluable, and when I see fit I may just do that: raise the price.
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